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This article provides the ﬁrst results of a long-term study aimed at improving the validity of
numerical modeling techniques for Electric Propulsion induced Spacecraft Charging using
the Spacecraft Plasma Interaction System software. The preﬂight numerical model of the
European Space Agency’s BepiColombo mission and its outputs are presented as a
benchmark example of the present capabilities and limitations of the model. It is
demonstrated that the code can obtain the spacecraft charging equilibrium by
simulating the dynamic interactions between the electric propulsion system, the
thruster-generated plasmas, and spacecraft systems exposed to space. The
importance of including a physical description of the electron cooling in the freely
expanding thruster plasmas is shown by comparing simulations with different
polytropic indexes. It particularly highlights the inadequacy of treating the entire plasma
as isothermal. The reported variability of the simulation outputs with numerical and physical
parameters paves the way for future improvements in preﬂight design modeling and
increased understanding of plasma thruster-induced charging processes through future
comparison with available ﬂight telemetries.
Keywords: electric propulsion, spacecraft charging, numerical modeling, plasma, electron cooling, solar array
plasma interactions

1 INTRODUCTION
BepiColombo is an ESA/JAXA joint mission to Mercury, relying on solar electric propulsion and
gravitational assists to reach its destination (Benkhoff et al., 2010). While Electric Propulsion (EP)
acquired valuable heritage with deep space scientiﬁc missions (Deep Space 1, SMART-1, Hayabusa 1,
Dawn, and Hayabusa 2) and through growing use on telecommunication satellites, the integration
and operation of an EP system in conjunction with the host spacecraft remain a challenging task
(Clark et al., 2019; Randall et al., 2019). There are numerous uncertainties associated with differences
between ﬂight and ground operations of an EP system due to an incomplete understanding of the
interactions between the EP-generated plasma and the SpaceCraft (S/C). Ground test and
qualiﬁcations campaigns of plasma thrusters carried out in vacuum chambers somewhat deviate
from real ﬂight conditions due to, for example, the nonnegligible chamber background pressure and
the interactions of the thruster plume with the chamber walls. The thruster-spacecraft interactions
are virtually impossible to fully reproduce on ground due to the physical scale of the system and the
large mass-ﬂow rate of high-power engines.
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spacecraft are reviewed in Section 3 for future references.
Section 4 details the SPIS software and the numerical model
characteristics. Finally, results are presented and discussed in
Section 5.

2 THE BEPICOLOMBO SPACECRAFT
Three major stacked elements form the 6m × 3 m × 3m
BepiColombo spacecraft. Shown as a schematic in Figure 1,
the Mercury Transfer Module (MTM) hosts the SEPS, with
the four T6 ion thrusters pointing along the +Z vector of the
spacecraft reference frame. The MTM function is to transport
BepiColombo’s two orbiters to Mercury: ESA’s Mercury
Planetary
Orbiter
(MPO)
and
JAXA’s
Mercury
Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO). The timeline of the mission
major events is as follows: takeoff in October 2018, Earth ﬂyby in
April 2020, ﬁst Venus ﬂyby in October 2020, ﬁrst Mercury ﬂyby
in October 2021, Mercury orbit insertion in December 2025, and
end of nominal mission in May 2027. The cruise phase of the
mission (2018–2025) is characterized by a succession of thrust
arcs (SEPS on), coast arcs (SEPS off), and planetary gravitational
assists until the MTM delivers the two orbiters to Mercury and
retires on a solar orbit. For thermal mitigation, BepiColombo’s +
Y vector will keep an angle relative to the Sun’s direction (the
Solar Aspect Angle (SAA)) within [13+ , 23+ ]. Depending on their
exposure to the Sun, the surfaces of BepiColombo are made out of
a variety of materials, either conductive or dielectric. Care was
taken to electrically connect all conductive surfaces to the
spacecraft frame, which forms a reference point called
spacecraft ground. Differential charging of dielectric surfaces is
mitigated by ensuring sufﬁcient charge ﬂow paths to ground. In
this study, all potentials are deﬁned relative to a parameter noted
ϕ∞ , the potential of a reference virtual node required for

FIGURE 1 | Sketch of BepiColombo in the YZ plane of the spacecraft
reference frame and deﬁned angles. The yellow disk represents the Sun, the
dark gray squares two of the four T6 thrusters, while the dark blue areas are
the solar cells-covered surfaces. The SEPS plasma expanding in space
to generate thrust is indicated by the light blue region.

Because a thruster-generated plasma is a relatively dense and
electrically active entity involved in complex surface interactions
with the spacecraft, the operation of a plasma thruster is an
important driver of the spacecraft electrostatic charging process.
Unexpectedly high levels of charging leading to potentially
damaging electrostatic parasitic discharges can compromise
the nominal operation of a Solar Electric Propulsion System
(SEPS) and the lifetime of its subsystems (Gollor, 2011).
Therefore, design phases and test campaigns heavily rely on
numerical simulations of both ground and ﬂight operations of
any EP system (Sarrailh et al., 2019). As a testimony to the
unpredictability of EP-spacecraft interactions, the ESA SMART-1
technology demonstrator mission highlighted the unexpectedly
strong role of the spacecraft solar arrays in the charging process.
Its Hall Effect Thruster cathode formed a closed electrical loop
with the solar array small biased conductors through the thruster
plasma backﬂow, increasing the total current drawn from the
cathode (Tajmar et al., 2009). These types of complex interactions
are hard to predict and quantify and can compromise the success
of a mission.
This article introduces and provides the ﬁrst results of a longterm study of BepiColombo S/C charging aimed at improving the
validity of numerical modeling techniques for Electric Propulsion
induced by Spacecraft Charging using the Spacecraft Plasma
Interaction System (SPIS) software. The preﬂight numerical
model of the European Space Agency’s BepiColombo ﬂight
mission and its outputs are presented here as a benchmark
example of the capabilities and limitations of the model, while
a follow-up work will present new modeling improvements
obtained with SPIS EP and validated through direct
comparisons with ﬂight telemetries. A detailed overview of
BepiColombo and its EP system is given in Section 2 and the
interactions between the thruster backﬂow plasma and the
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FIGURE 2 | Relationships between the different potentials involved in the
model. The red and blue regions depict the separation between electron and
ion collecting areas of the MTM solar arrays. The NCP and NRP are the
neutralizer coupling and reference potentials, respectively.
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This voltage step is a function of the cell working temperature as it
produces power, increasing with temperature. Therefore, as the
distance to the Sun decreases, ϕbus will increase from 57V to 105V
above ϕGrd . A single panel counts around 5,535 interconnectors
and 169 bus-bars. A single interconnector has an exposed surface
area of 1.1 × 4.5 mm2 and a bus-bar area of 77 × 4 mm2 or 10 ×
4 mm2 depending on its location. The solar cell coverglass area is
80 × 44 mm2 .
While ideally the solar cells surface normal vector would
keep SAA as close to 0+ as possible to maximize the power
generation, increasing thermal loads on the solar panels while
getting closer to the Sun requires progressively increasing
this angle. Consequently, the solar arrays SAA will be varied
within [4 °, 73 °]. Due to the mentioned spacecraft SAA allowed
range, the solar cells will always present a nonnegligible
cross-section to the T6 thrusters plasma backﬂow while
the SEPS is operating. The MTM solar array rotation angle
α is deﬁned as the angle between the MTM solar cells normal
vector and the +Y vector of the spacecraft reference frame
(see Figure 1).

2.2 Solar Electric Propulsion System
The SEPS comprises four T6 gridded ion engines, two Power
Processing Units (PPU), and the ﬂow control units. The PPU
controls and distributes the power generated by the solar
arrays to the thrusters subsystems. To avoid arcing damage
to galvanic insulation within the PPU, the voltage between the
PPU housing, which is tied to spacecraft ground, and the PPU
low voltage return is constrained to be less than 50V. To
guarantee this requirement, a clamping network made out of
back-to-back clamping diodes mounted in parallel to a bleeder
resistor R connects the low voltage return to the spacecraft
ground; see Figure 4. To protect the diodes, the whole SEPS is
switched off if the voltage across R exceeds |30| V. This voltage
is called the Neutralizer Reference Potential (NRP), as the
SEPS low voltage return is the neutralizer reference point.
Hence, for nominal operation of the SEPS, it is required that
NRP < |30| V. The modeling results presented here were
obtained with the goal of checking the amplitude of R prior
to the mission to guarantee this requirement. The NRP is one
of the key quantities to be monitored via the ﬂight telemetries,
as will be discussed later.
The T6 thruster was qualiﬁed for operation at 145mN, but
its life-test was conducted at 125mN, the ﬁnal nominal SEPS
ﬂight conﬁguration (Randall et al., 2019). As the present model
was made to verify the amplitude of R in the worst-case
conditions, the simulations were run at 145mN. The T6
accelerates ionized xenon propellant from a discharge
chamber through a potential gradient of 1850V between
two grids and forms an ion beam of current Ibeam  2.167 A
at 145mN (Clark et al., 2019). Table 1 gives some key T6
working parameters at full thrust. m_ is the total xenon massﬂow (thruster plus neutralizer), ηu is the propellant ionization
efﬁciency, and ηp the percentage of doubly charged ions. ϕexit
and Texit are the plume plasma parameters a few millimeters
downstream of the thruster acceleration grid after charge
neutralization.

FIGURE 3 | Cropped section of the photovoltaic assembly of a MTM
solar panel showing main components.

numerical computation of the spacecraft charging. In SPIS, ϕ∞ is
known as the undisturbed plasma potential and, in general, must
not be understood as the potential of a physical point in space.
BepiColombo’s ground potential, noted as ϕGrd , refers to the
potential at which the spacecraft ground ﬂoats with respect to the
surrounding plasma. The potentials of the various spacecraft
systems are in turn referenced to ϕGrd ,as detailed in Figure 2.

2.1 Mercury Transfer Module Solar Power
Generator
The two 14m long MTM solar arrays, supporting over 40m2 of
solar cells, provide the power to operate the SEPS (≤11kW). They
are located on the −X and +X sides of the spacecraft (see Figure 1)
and are each made out of ﬁve panels. The solar cells are covered
by radiation protecting dielectric coverglass and are connected in
series through four small space-exposed conductive elements
called interconnectors. They form strings of 40 cells oriented
along the short edge of the SA, from a bus-bar connected to
spacecraft ground to a bus-bar forming the high voltage terminal
of the SA. All bus-bars run along the two long edges of the solar
arrays, parallel to the X-axis of the spacecraft reference frame.
Figure 3 shows a cropped section of a MTM solar panel, with the
solar cells strings running vertically top to bottom from the
grounded bus-bar to the high voltage bus-bar. The potential of
the high voltage bus-bar is labeled ϕbus and its absolute value is
determined by ϕbus  40 · dV + ϕGrd , where dV is the voltage step
occurring between two consecutive cells forming a string of 40.
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FIGURE 4 | Electrical sketch of the SEPS. Current arrows represent electron ﬂow and voltage arrows potential increase. The clamping network is composed of the
bleeder resistor R and back-to-back diodes.

The neutralizer plasma expands downstream of the keeper in a
quasineutral spot-like plasma. A potential gradient, called the
Neutralizer Coupling Potential (NCP), will form between the ion
beam (of local plasma potential ϕexit ) and the neutralizer plasma
(of local plasma potential ϕNTR < ϕexit ) such that NCP  ϕNTR −
ϕref < 0 to ensure the neutralization of the SEPS created plasma
(Goebel and Katz, 2008, pp. 19–136). This is illustrated in
Figure 4. The NCP adjusts itself until INTR  Ik + Ibeam + ILK ,
where INTR is the total electron current extracted from the
neutralizer cathode. ILK is the net current collected by the
spacecraft surfaces, from both environmental and SEPS
backﬂow plasma, ﬂowing back to the neutralizer via the
bleeder resistor R; see Figure 4. Because of the mobility
difference between ions and electrons, ILK will be
predominantly electronic and will require a higher INTR to be
emitted by the neutralizer. A higher INTR requires an increase of
the cathode temperature, which in turn diminishes the neutralizer
lifetime. This results in another constraint in the sizing of R: to
ensure ILK < |50| mA. The NCP is a linear function of Ibeam + ILK
(Ik being kept constant) through the neutralizer current-potential
characteristic. The ground measured characteristic of the T6
neutralizer is best ﬁtted by INTR  a · NCP + b with a 
−0.56 A/V and b  −4.98 A. ILK was nonoccurring during
ground testing of the SEPS and adds up in ﬂight to Ibeam to
induce a more negative NCP. Simulations output presented here
allowed to conﬁrm that setting R  150 Ω was necessary to fulﬁll
the requirements on the NRP and ILK .

TABLE 1 | T6 characteristics at full thrust in the BepiColombo ﬂight qualiﬁcation
conﬁguration. ϕexit and Texit are derived from ground measurements (Snyder
et al., 2012).
Thrust (mN)

Isp (s)

Ibeam (A)

m_ (mg/s)

< 4.7

145.0

3,875

2.167

3.802

NCP (V)

ηu (%)

ηp (%)

ϕexit (V)

T exit (eV)

−12.77

81.68

3.9

20.0

3.0

Power (kW)

An electron current equal to Ibeam is delivered by a hollow
cathode neutralizer (NTR) to guarantee currents balance and
avoid charging. Such a device is composed of a hollow cylinder as
the cathode and a keeper anode located downstream of the
cathode exit. The cathode is made out of a low work function
doped material, which releases thermionic electrons when heated
above 1000°C (Goebel and Katz, 2008, pp. 19–136). To help
trigger and sustain a stable plasma discharge inside the
neutralizer, the PPU adjusts the keeper voltage ϕk to maintain
a predetermined constant current Ik  4.21 A ﬂowing between
the cathode and the keeper. This variation of ϕk becomes
especially necessary during ﬂight since the keeper electrode
would also collect current Ip from the variable ambient plasma
(Figure 4). ϕk is then adjusted until Ip  0 A. ϕk is another
quantity available from the ﬂight telemetries from which
quantitative insights might be obtained about the SEPS
operation and its created plasma.
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3 ELECTRIC PROPULSION INDUCED
CHARGING

electron impacts, as well as photoelectrons released from solar
Lyman Alpha radiation (Lai, 2011, p. 53). These electrons are
then attracted and collected by the interconnectors and bus-bars.
This effect, coined “snapover,” occurs when portions of the
interconnectors are biased well above the surrounding bulk
plasma ﬂoating potential ϕf (Hastings and Chang, 1989). With
the two possible maximum absolute values of the NRP and the
NCP (30 V and 12.77 V, respectively), and the maximum possible
values of ϕbus  105 V, a signiﬁcant amount of interconnectors
and bus-bars can be biased well above the local ϕf and be subject
to snapover, as illustrated in Figure 2. The electron currents
collected by the solar arrays are thus expected to dominate the net
spacecraft collected current balance.
The nature of the expected interactions between the thruster
plasma and the spacecraft required the creation of a detailed
geometric, physical, and electrical numerical model of
BepiColombo, with sufﬁcient spatial resolution over a
simulation volume the scale of the spacecraft, with accurate
reproduction of the plasma environment and electrical
behaviors of the SEPS and the solar arrays. This is necessary
for assisting mission design and improving incremental
understanding of these phenomena.

An object immersed in plasma will acquire a ﬂoating potential ϕf
to balance the ﬂux of electrons and ions to its surface (Lieberman
and Lichtenberg, 2005, pp. 165–206). This potential is usually
negative due to the higher electron mobility. In the case of
BepiColombo, the plasma is predominantly a SEPS side
product: the Charge-EXchange (CEX) backﬂow plasma, to
which ambient environmental space plasma such as the solar
wind adds up. CEX ions are created when electrons are
transferred between fast thruster beam ions and slow neutral
xenon atoms drifting away from the thruster, resulting in ions
with ambient thermal velocities and fast neutrals. The CEX ions
have low kinetic energies and are attracted toward the negatively
charged spacecraft to reach most of its surfaces, joined by the
electrons from the neutralizer and the ambient plasma (Markelov
and Gengembre, 2006). From this plasma, each surface will
collect currents and contribute to the S/C charging
equilibrium depending on its electrical properties and
connections to the rest of the spacecraft. Since the SEPS
creates this dense plasma and forms a closed electrical loop
through it between the neutralizer and the spacecraft, the
SEPS plays a dominant role in the charging of BepiColombo.
Both the SEPS and the MTM solar arrays inﬂuence the plasma
charged species ﬂuxes and make the BepiColombo frame
potential ϕGrd differ from ϕf , as described below.
Focusing on the SEPS role ﬁrst, the neutralizer will maintain
the required negative NCP between the SEPS low voltage return
and the beam plasma potential ϕexit , driving ϕGrd negative with
respect to the local ϕf . The leakage current ILK through the
clamping network bleeder resistor R from surfaces collected
currents will induce the NRP, which will add to the NCP to
make ϕGrd even more negative. This is illustrated in the sketches
of Figures 2, 4.
The solar arrays are the main contributor to ILK , and by
extension to the charging, as high electron currents get
collected by the positively biased interconnectors and bus-bars
(Ferguson and Hillard, 1995; Tajmar et al., 2009). SMART-1
telemetries showed that the plasma density varies within
[108 , 1015 ] m−3 around the spacecraft, decreasing with
increasing distance from the thrusters (Markelov and
Gengembre, 2006; Tajmar et al., 2009). Assuming a bulk
plasma temperature of 1eV and CEX densities
∈ [1010 , 1012 ] m−3 over the MTM SA, the sheath developed
around the solar arrays will have a thickness ranging in
∼ [5, 70] cm. Considering the millimetric scales of the
interconnectors and bus-bars, those elements should only see
the electron depleted region of the solar array sheath and have a
minor contribution to the total collected current. However,
experiments and ﬂight data have shown that the
interconnectors and bus-bars follow a Langmuir probe-like
collection law, resulting in signiﬁcant electron collection
relative to their size when their biases get positive enough
(Fujii and Abe, 2003). This behavior is attributed to secondary
electrons released by the coverglass adjacent to the positively
biased elements, produced by CEX and solar wind ion and
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4 NUMERICAL MODEL
The open-source simulation package SPIS is a 3D electrostatic
solver based on a Particle-In-Cell approach to compute the main
moments of the plasma populations’ distribution functions and
solves the Vlasov Poisson system in the unstructured mesh
volume surrounding a meshed spacecraft. In addition, it
computes the potential distribution on the meshed spacecraft
surfaces from the balance of collected and emitted plasma
currents together with conducted currents through the
different surface materials to spacecraft ground which are
electrical coupled (circuit solver part). This code is designed to
simulate spacecraft charging in various environments (low-Earth
orbits, geostationary, etc.) and, more recently, during EP
operations (Thiebault et al., 2015). The present work uses SPIS
v5.2.4 coupled with the AISEPS package (Wartelski et al., 2013).
Due to the complexity and dimensions of the system, the present
model of BepiColombo employs the Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
formalism with a few signiﬁcant departures from the pure
approach in order to accommodate computational resource
limitations. Code particularities and details are hereby presented.

4.1 Plasma Populations
Due to the high plasma densities involved and the large
computation volume, it is computationally too expensive to
simulate every physical particle on a standard workstation.
The PIC approach is employed instead to reduce the total
number of particles by using macroparticles. Each
macroparticle represents a great number of physical particles.
BepiColombo ion beam macroparticles, Xe+fast , Xe++
fast , and
nonionized xenon, Xeslow, are injected in the simulation
volume at the thruster exit surface. The parameters of Table 1
are used to set the respective mass-ﬂow rates of neutral, singly,
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evaluated on the simulation grid points. Te is expressed in
energy units. nref is the electron density at grid points, where
ϕp  ϕref and Te  Tref simultaneously, which are
predetermined ﬁxed values. In the present case, ϕref  ϕexit
and Tref  Texit are the T6 thruster exit conditions reported in
Table 1. However, ground and ﬂight measurements, as well as
numerical simulations, have shown that the electron
population temperature of a freely expanding thruster
plasma plume is better described by a polytropic law
(Tajmar et al., 2009; Dannenmayer and Mazouffre, 2013).
Due to code limitations at the time of the present study,
and in order to allow a simpliﬁed yet physically meaningful
representation of the coupling between the T6 thruster plume
and BepiColombo, the quasineutrality assumption in the
simulation domain (where ne  ni ) was necessary in order
to obtain a nonisothermal ﬂuid electron population with the
polytropic law:

and doubly ionized xenon propellant according to a model
derived from ground measured thruster plumes (Tajmar et al.,
2000). The ions density distribution over the thruster grid varies
according to a radial Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation ﬁtted to the ground measured T6 beam divergence
of 13.54° at 145mN. The ions velocity distribution is adjusted to
reproduce the T6 concave ion optics (Snyder et al., 2012). The
neutrals macroparticles are injected following a radial cosine
distribution, while their velocity distribution is a randomized
cosine probability distribution. Accurately reproducing the
density of these populations and velocity distributions is
important in order to obtain a sound CEX density distribution
in the surrounding of the thruster plume. Details necessary for the
numerical T6 deﬁnition are given in the Supplementary
Material.
The CEX ions macroparticles are created in the simulation
volume through a Monte Carlo collision algorithm. A fast ion is
changed into a slow charge-exchange ion at random neutral
thermal velocity according to a collision probability function
taking empirically determined cross-sections as argument (Miller
et al., 2002). The two CEX collisions implemented in this model
are as follows:


 C,
Te n1−c
e

where C is a constant and γ is the polytropic index, with c  1
corresponding to the isothermal case and c  5/3 to an adiabatic
plasma. As major drawbacks, the forced quasineutrality
assumption prevents the sheath from being correctly described
in the vicinity of the spacecraft surfaces, especially the S/A
coverglass, which is impacted by CEX ions. In addition, the
taken polytropic assumption does not capture the electron
polytropic index variations in collisionless plasma plume
expansion (Hu and Wang, 2017; Merino et al., 2020). Given
these constraints, a sensitivity analysis was performed using an
adjustable gamma value in order to explore its inﬂuence on the
plume-spacecraft coupling parameter space (not reported in the
present article).

Xe+fast + Xeslow → Xefast + Xe+slow
++ .
Xe++
fast + Xeslow → Xefast + Xeslow

Since the resulting Xefast population does not contribute to the
charging, they are not generated in order to keep the number of
macroparticles down. CEX collisions have larger cross-sections
than other ion-neutral and recombination collisions (Tajmar
et al., 2009). With the respective properties of the T6 ions and
neutrals, the CEX+ reaction has a cross-section of ∼ 4.28 ·
10− 19 m and the CEX++ of ∼ 1.67 · 10− 19 m. Comparatively,
the singly charged ion with neutral elastic (scattering) collision
has a cross-section of ∼ 1.23 · 10− 20 m, while the doubly charged
ion with neutral elastic has a cross-section of ∼ 1.74 · 10− 20 m.
Therefore, CEX collisions play the predominant role in the
creation of the diffuse plasma backﬂow and its interactions
with the spacecraft. Other interactions such as ion-neutral
elastic collisions were not available in SPIS at the time of the
study but will be implemented in the next phase.
In the classic PIC kinetic formalism, the tetrahedra composing
the 3D mesh of the simulation domain need to be smaller than the
local Debye length in order to resolve the sheaths and the electron
dynamics. With submillimetric Debye lengths downstream of the
thruster, respecting this condition in a simulation volume
encapsulating BepiColombo would require an amount of
memory exceeding available workstation capabilities. An
alternative is to treat the neutralizer electrons as an isothermal
ﬂuid population whose density over the simulation mesh is
determined by the local plasma potential according to
Boltzmann’s relation:
ne  nref e

e

(ϕp −ϕref )
Te

,

4.2 Potential Solver
To obtain the plasma potential in the simulation volume, the
usual PIC approach is to solve Poisson’s equation:
∇2 ϕp  −

e
(ni − ne ),
ε0

(3)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and ni , ne are the densities
of the simulated ions and electrons on the grid. For clarity, this
equation and the following ones are given for a singly charged
ion population. In practice, ni is replaced with k Zk nik , the sum
over the ion subpopulations with their respective charge
number Zk . In SPIS-AISEPS, Poisson’s equation can only be
solved in the full kinetic formalism or using a ﬂuid isothermal
electron population. Obtaining consistent spacecraft-plasma
interactions requires a plasma volume around the spacecraft
with realistic properties, e.g., with variable electron
temperature Te . Together with computational power
limitations that forbid using the full kinetic approach, this
called for an alternative to Poisson’s equation. The only
available solution in AISEPS was to estimate the plasma
potential distribution in the volume by combining Eq. 2
and the Vlasov equation together with the quasineutrality
hypothesis to obtain the following:

(1)

where e is the elementary charge, ne , ϕp , and Te are the electron
density, plasma potential, and electron temperature, respectively,
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densities and always stays positive for c ≥ 1.18. The value c  1.18
is obtained by solving Eq. 4 for γ giving ϕp  0 V, when
ni  0 m−3 , ϕref  20 V, and Tref  3 eV. Using the polytropic
model for the electron cooling and the quasineutrality allows
controlling the plasma potential in the simulation volume. This is
an unorthodox PIC approach compared to solving Poisson’s
equation in the sense that the volume potentials are ad hoc:
set a chosen value of γ in order to obtain potential gradients,
which result in expected CEX backﬂow density distributions and
ﬂuxes to the spacecraft surfaces. A similar approach has been
successfully used to reproduce SMART-1 observed SEPS-induced
charging (Tajmar et al., 2009). The present model will be
calibrated with BepiColombo ﬂight telemetries in the next
stage of the study.

4.3 Circuit Solver
To reproduce the spacecraft-plasma coupling through current
collection and emission, the numerical model needs to include the
electrical properties of the surface materials. As a trade-off
between detailed surfaces and numerical mesh density, each
spacecraft surface is represented by its external surface coating
material and is included in the model as a macroscopic electrical
node. SPIS allows the deﬁnition of the material electric and
physical properties such as surface and bulk conductivity,
electron and protons induced secondary electron emission,
and photoemission yields (for the main ones). Each surface
node is linked to the spacecraft ground through an equivalent
RC electrical circuit. Differential charging occurring between
dielectric surfaces and the S/C ground is computed,
accounting for dielectric thicknesses and surface and volume
conductivity. Sources representing thrusters and neutralizers can
also be linked to the circuit solver. A source can either be a
physical source for which an actual PIC population emission in
the volume draws a corresponding current from the circuit or a
virtual source that only draws a current but does not generate
macroparticles.
Since the quasineutrality assumption precludes reproducing
the sheaths, the electron ﬂux to the spacecraft surfaces is
calculated using the following electron collection model:

FIGURE 5 | (A) Plasma potential ϕp and (B) electron temperature Te as a
function of the plasma density ne for different γ and with ϕref  ϕexit  20 V,
Tref  Texit  3 eV.

c− 1

ϕp 

cTref
ni
 
ec − 1 nref

− 1 + ϕref .

(4)

This method gives the local plasma potential as an explicit law
of the local ion density everywhere in the domain. In the
isothermal case, the equivalent approach is to invert
Boltzmann’s relation Eq. 1 with the quasineutral assumption
to determine ϕp , as an alternative to solving Poisson’s equation. In
SPIS, ϕ∞ is set to 0 V by default and this value has no effect on the
computed electric potentials of both the plasma and the simulated
surfaces, contrary to ϕref . The value given to ϕ∞ is only shown for
completeness as it is a relevant user parameter. Moreover, in
general limne → 0ϕp ≠ ϕ∞ , even if it will be the goal to obtain
limne → 0ϕp  0 V by appropriately setting γ, Tref , and ϕref .
The electron temperature variation is obtained by replacing
the constant in Eq. 2 with the thruster reference values:

⎪
⎧
eϕ − ϕp 
⎪
⎪
⎠,
⎝ s
⎞
⎛
⎪

J
exp
J
e
e
⎪
0
⎪
Te
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
eϕs − ϕp 
⎪
⎪
⎝1 +
⎠,
⎞
⎪
Je  Je0 ⎛
⎪
⎩
T

c− 1

ni
Te  Tref  
nref

.

(5)

e

Measurements in space and laboratories report c ∈ [1; 1.3],
thus lower than the adiabatic coefﬁcient 5/3, within some cases
the polytropic index spatially varying in the plume of plasma
thrusters (Nakles et al., 2007; Dannenmayer and Mazouffre,
2013). In the current work, γ will be varied between the
isothermal case (c  1) and the adiabatic one (c  5/3).
Figure 5 displays ϕp and Te as a function of the expected range
of ne , calculated using Eqs. 1, 4, 5 for c ∈ [1, 5/3], ϕref  20 V,
and Tref  3 eV. The c  1 curve shows that the plasma potential
goes to −∞ as the plasma density decreases, showing the
limitation of the isothermal condition with the quasineutrality
assumption. For c ≠ 1, ϕp goes to horizontal asymptotes at low
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if ϕs − ϕp < 0,
(6)
if ϕs − ϕp > 0,

√
where Je0  −ene eTe /2πme is the thermal current density in the
bulk plasma and ϕs the potential of the collecting surface. In the
quasineutral approach, Je0 is computed directly at the surface
nodes, since there is no sheath. The case ϕs − ϕp < 0 uses the
typical formula encountered for the Debye sheath retarded
electron current, when the surface is biased negatively with
respect to the bulk plasma (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005,
pp. 165–206). The case ϕs − ϕp > 0 models the surface collection
area (sheath) increase when the surface is biased more positively
than the local plasma and is referred to as the Orbital Motion
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FIGURE 6 | Section of BepiColombo geometrical model, showing the thruster bay with the local mesh reﬁnements. Each color corresponds to a different material
and electrical node.

used by the virtual SEPS to set the potential of the node (the
NCP) to a value verifying INTR  Ibeam + ILK . For example, if
ILK  0 A, then the NCP takes the value reported in Table 1 for a
thrust of 145 mN. The NCP thus varies with both the desired
thrust level and the ILK collected from the plasma. When nominal
neutralization is simulated, only ILK is drawn from the rest of the
circuit. The virtual SEPS is connected to the spacecraft ground via
the bleeder resistor R in the circuit solver and the difference
between the NCP and ϕGrd gives the NRP developed across R (see
Figure 4).
Due to the interconnectors and bus-bars small dimensions and
large number, their reproducing in the spacecraft geometrical
model is not possible. Likewise, simulating their complex
interactions with the CEX plasma, solar wind, and radiation is
beyond the capabilities of SPIS. Instead, the AISEPS package
implemented a simplistic approach to the interconnector plasma
collection processes based on the following strong assumption:
owing to the interconnectors small size, their potentials are
shielded by the surrounding coverglasses and are not
perceived by the bulk plasma ﬂowing toward the solar cells.
Only once inside the coverglass sheath can the plasma feel the
interconnector potentials. As a result, the solar cells side of the
solar array is simpliﬁed as a being entirely made out of coverglass,
visible in yellow in Figure 6. Being a dielectric, the coverglass
develops local differential surface potentials during plasma
collection. The interconnectors potential distribution from
ϕGrd to ϕbus is analytically discretized unto the solar array at
the circuit solver level but is not developed on the surface mesh
and in the simulation volume. Each node of the solar array active
side therefore possesses its own coverglass potential visible to the
surrounding plasma and its own interconnector potential stored
with the circuit solver and used for the current collection
computation. Like the rest of the S/C surfaces, the plasma ﬂux
to the solar cells is calculated with the electron collection model
(Eq. 6) and by counting impacting ion macroparticles, only

Limited (OML) law (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005, pp.
165–206). Because sheaths can not be reproduced using the
quasinetural assumption, this collection area increase is
numerically accounted for by the OML law. Using this law is
consistent as long as the Debye sheaths thickness is large
compared to the size of the spacecraft surface features. It
however remains a simplistic approach considering the
geometrical complexity of some of the surfaces. Ion currents
are calculated by counting how many ion macroparticles hit a
given surface. This is then translated into current by taking into
account the ion macroparticle weight (how many physical
particles this macroparticle represents) and charge number.

4.4 Numerical Spacecraft Systems
BepiColombo surfaces are made from a variety of materials to
meet the mission thermal requirements and to mitigate
differential charging. The present model includes 20 different
materials, corresponding to 20 different nodes in the circuit
solver. In Figure 6, each color represents a different node/
material.
Simulating the real coupling between the neutralizer plasma
and the ion beam is beyond the capabilities of the present model
due to the use of the quasineutral solver. To reproduce the impact
of the NCP on spacecraft charging, the alternative was to deﬁne
an equivalent virtual SEPS in the electrical circuit. This virtual
source reproduces the total net current draw of the entire SEPS
(see the corresponding dashed rectangle in Figure 4),
i.e., Ibeam + INTR + ILK from the spacecraft equivalent circuit, as
a single electrical node. This node does not emit macroparticles
nor modify the electron population distribution. Ibeam
corresponding to the desired thrust level is calculated by the
virtual source using the same input ﬁle as the macroparticles
source. The ﬁt to the ground measured current-potential
characteristic of the neutralizer (INTR  a · NCP + b) is then
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improvements are discussed. This is the ﬁrst step toward a
more comprehensive in-ﬂight characterization and description
of the behavior of electrical thruster plumes in space. Presented
results are from simulations ran at 145mN and with α  90+ ,
unless otherwise speciﬁed (see Figure 1).

5.1 Solar Electric Propulsion System
Plasma Generation

The thruster ions (Xe+ + Xe++ ) and neutral density distributions
obtained from the calibrated T6 model are shown in Figure 7, for
the conditions of Table 1. The shape of the ion beam due to the
T6 concave ion optics is reproduced and results in a focal point
18 cm downstream of the grids; see Figure 7A. The thruster
parameters were adjusted for the focal point location to match the
values measured during ground testing. As a hollow cathode
neutralizer typically has a low ionization efﬁciency, neutrals were
also injected at the position of the neutralizer exit to more
accurately reproduce the neutral xenon distribution in volume,
which is critical for the CEX cloud creation. The neutral density
maximum above the neutralizer is visible in Figure 7B and an
asymmetry in the CEX density distribution at the neutralizer
position was indeed observed in the simulation outputs (not
reported here).Whereas the SEPS primary ions are negligibly
affected by the plasma potential gradients in the simulation

FIGURE 7 | Density mappings at full thrust of (A) the total ion beam
(Xe+ + Xe++ ) and (B) the neutrals ﬂowing out of the thruster grids and
neutralizer contiguously attached to the right of each thruster at xx0.18 m.

taking into account the coverglass surface potentials. A userdeﬁned function is then used to reproduce the theoretical or
empirical interconnector current-potential characteristic. At each
node, the incoming plasma species, charge, and energy, as well as
local surface potentials (coverglass and interconnector) and local
plasma potential, are evaluated by this function. It then
discriminates whether the ions and electrons reaching the
node are collected by the corresponding local coverglass or
interconnector. This function can be viewed as a probability
function for the node interconnector to either collect an electron
or an ion. In the results presented here, the used function is the
one that was found to reproduce the SMART-1 solar arrays
observed collected currents (Wartelski et al., 2013).

5 RESULTS
The outputs of the simulations are presented here to highlight the
effects of the model speciﬁcity and their impact on the charging of
BepiColombo. The potential for improving key aspects of the
numerical modeling of electric propulsion-spacecraft charging
through calibration with ﬂight telemetries and future code

Frontiers in Space Technologies | www.frontiersin.org

FIGURE 8 | Plasma potential mapping downstream of the T6 thruster in
the isothermal case calculated with (A) the quasineutral solver and (B) the
Poisson solver, with ϕref  20 V, Tref  3 eV.
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FIGURE 9 | Mapping of the plasma density around BepiColombo in the XZ plane for an arbitrary ﬁxed spacecraft ground ϕGrd  0 V and c  1.18.

FIGURE 10 | XZ mapping of the plasma potential around BepiColombo, for the same conditions as Figure 9. The plasma potential stays positive everywhere in the
volume, as expected.

volume, the CEX ions follow the potential gradient-generated
electric ﬁelds to eventually enclose the entire spacecraft. CEX ions
are indeed generated within the thruster beam where the plasma
potential (ϕexit  20 V) is more positive than the plasma
potentials in the volume (see Figure 5A) and the negatively
charged spacecraft. Carefully establishing the SEPS generated
plasma potential via the potential solver is therefore essential
to obtain consistent plasma dynamics and spacecraft charging
levels. To validate the use of the quasineutral solver, Figure 8
compares the SEPS plasma potential distribution downstream of
the T6 in the isothermal case c  1, resolved with the quasineutral
solver Eq. 4 and with Poisson’s Eq. 3 for the ground measured
ϕref  20 V and Tref  3 eV. Figures 8A,B show that the plasma
potentials in the thruster plume and CEX cloud are similar with
both potential solvers. As highlighted in Figure 5A, the
isothermal assumption produces nonphysical negative plasma
potentials only a few centimeters away from the beam centerline
as the density decreases, regardless of the potential solver type.
This would result in unrealistic levels of spacecraft charging, as in

Frontiers in Space Technologies | www.frontiersin.org

both cases, the OML model uses the bulk plasma properties to
compute the surfaces collected currents. Employing a polytropic
index greater than one is therefore necessary to reproduce the
observed in-ﬂight spacecraft charging levels. For c > 1,
Boltzmann’s relation does not hold anymore and, with the
version of SPIS available at the time of the study, only the
quasineutral solver was capable of handling a nonisothermal
ﬂuid electron population.
Figures 9, 10 display the entire simulation volume for the
distribution of the total plasma density (ion beam + CEX) and
plasma potential, respectively, for c  1.18, ϕref  20 V, and
Tref  3 eV, obtained with the quasineutral solver. With
α  90+ , the solar arrays are parallel to the XY plane and
extend from x  |2.9| m to x  |15.2| m. For these two ﬁgures,
all spacecraft surface potentials were ﬁxed to 0 V to remove their
negative ﬂoating potentials to improve the visibility of the
colormap scaling in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows that, for
c  1.18, the plasma potential is positive everywhere, even in
the lowest density regions such as the back of the MTM solar
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minimum plasma densities in the volume are of the order of
108 m−3 , which is one and two orders of magnitude greater than
the solar wind density at 0.3 AU and 1 AU, respectively (Barouch,
1977). In consequence, the solar wind contribution to the
spacecraft charging is to the second order compared to the
CEX plasma and is not included in the present model. The
comparison between the CEX density distribution in Figure 9
and the primary ion beam density distribution displayed in
Figure 7A shows that the primary ions play no direct role in
the spacecraft charging since they can never intersect a S/C
surface and have a kinetic energy too great to be deﬂected by
the developed potential gradients. An animation of the transient
expansion of the plasma can be found in the Supplementary
Material. It shows the total plasma density in a logarithmic scale,
from the initial state of a simulation (thruster off) to near
equilibrium, for the conditions of Figure 9 but with α  60+
to better display the solar arrays.

5.2 Inﬂuence of Model Parameters
The simpliﬁcations and uncertainties of the BepiColombo model
have various impacts on spacecraft charging. The extend of these
impacts will be covered in the following study in which the inﬂight SEPS telemetries will serve as calibration data for the
numerical model, allowing new reﬁnements and consequently
increasing the reliability and conﬁdence in preﬂight simulation of
SEPS-induced charging. To illustrate the interest of such a
process, the impact of the value of γ on the equilibrium
electrostatic charging of BepiColombo is reported in
Figure 11. In this ﬁgure and Figure 12, each data point is an
average on the ten last simulation time-steps once equilibrium
was reached. The plain lines connecting data points serve as a
visualization guide. The standard deviation from the mean is
shown as red vertical error bars. In most cases, the error bars are

FIGURE 11 | Inﬂuence of γ on four simulation outputs of interest, for the
input parameters of Table 1 and α  90+ .

arrays, in accordance with Eq. 4. This is in contrast with the
isothermal case of Figure 8. Adequate CEX ions dynamics and
subsequent surface charging are therefore possible.
Taking the plasma densities right over the MTM solar arrays
from Figure 9 and the corresponding electron temperatures (no
reported here), the Debye sheath thicknesses at these locations
range inside ∼ [7; 20] cm, increasing as one moves away from the
thruster position. The typical size of a solar cell is therefore either
equivalent or smaller than the local Debye sheath thickness. The
OML law portion of the electron collection model, which applies
if the collecting surface potential is more positive than the
surrounding plasma (Eq. 6), requires the Debye sheath
thickness to be much larger than the scale of the collecting
area (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2005, pp. 165–206). For the
simulation conditions reported here, the portion of the MTM
coverglass where the Debye sheath thickness is of the order of the
solar cell size is unfortunately also the only portion where the
coverglass is biased more positively than the surrounding plasma.
At these locations, the OML law is misused and would result in a
local overcollection of electrons. The majority of the MTM
coverglass area however respects the conditions of the electron
collection model. The other S/C surfaces were all observed to be
negatively biased with respect to the surrounding plasma, so even
if their dimensions were bigger than the local Debye sheath, the
electron collection model stayed valid. Overall, this supports the
use of the electron collection model implemented in SPIS-AISEPS
as a reasonable approach to estimate the electron currents on the
most signiﬁcant spacecraft surfaces, despite not being able to
resolve the Debye sheaths.
In Figure 9, the CEX could reach every corner of the
simulation volume as expected. The characteristic CEX side
lobes are clearly visible, and it is interesting to notice how the
CEX ions develop backward lobes through the yokes of the MTM
solar arrays, for x ∈ [−5, −2] m and x ∈ [2, 5] m in Figure 9. The
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FIGURE 12 | Inﬂuence of the MTM solar arrays angle α on the four
simulation outputs, for c  1.18, and the standard input parameters of
Table 1.
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smaller than the marker size. In Figure 11, BepiColombo’s frame
potential ΦGrd , the NRP, the interconnector collected current IIC ,
and the leakage current through the bleeder resistor ILK are
reported for c ∈ {1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 5/3}. This is motivated by
the fact that the polytropic index has been reported to spatially
vary in the plume of a plasma thruster (Nakles et al., 2007);
therefore, choosing an arbitrary value of γ is an approximation to
the real cooling behavior. The NRP, and by extension ILK , will be
the only of these four quantities to be directly available from the
SEPS telemetries. Conﬁrming the observations of Figure 8, c  1
produces the worst-case charging as the leakage current exceeds
the 50 mA design requirement while the NRP is close to the 30 V
limit. The NRP might wander above 30 V and the SEPS would not
be able to operate nominally. For all values of γ, it is clear that the
current collected by the interconnectors and bus-bars of the
MTM solar arrays dominates the total current at equilibrium,
as ILK and IIC magnitudes are close and follow the same trend.
The fact that c  1 produces the worst-case situation is explained
by two factors: 1) BepiColombo is immersed into a plasma whose
potential is negative everywhere (see Figure 8A) and 2) as ϕexit is
used as a ﬁxed parameter here, the SEPS NCP keeps the spacecraft
ground more positive than the surrounding ﬂoating potential,
meaning that a higher number of the MTM interconnectors are
biased more positively than Φf compared to simulations with
c > 1 (see Figure 2). At higher values of γ, the plasma potential in
the volume gets more and more positive and the magnitude of IIC
decreases as a smaller proportion of interconnectors are biased
above the plasma ﬂoating potential. The case c  1.18 is indicated
by the vertical dotted line in Figure 11.
SMART-1 ﬂight telemetries showed a cyclic variation of the
spacecraft ground potential coinciding with the spacecraft orbital
period. Numerical modeling allowed to attribute these variations
to the rotation of the spacecraft solar arrays as in order to keep a
constant SAA along the orbit, their α was varying accordingly
(Tajmar et al., 2009). This change in α meant that the solar arrays
interconnectors were exposed to regions of the CEX backﬂow
plasma of varying density and temperature. Figure 12 shows that
for ﬁxed simulation inputs, a similar dependency between the
interconnectors collected current (and therefore with ΦGrd and
the NRP) and α is expected for BepiColombo. At α  90+ , the
MTM solar arrays are face-on to the SEPS backﬂow and at a given
radial distance away from the thruster exit, all interconnectors are
exposed to a plasma of approximately the same density and
temperature. At α  0+ , the solar arrays are edges-on to the
backﬂow and portions of the interconnectors are immersed in
plasma of lower density and temperature, resulting in a lower IIC.

the charge-exchange collisions generate a low-energy backﬂow
plasma, which contacts all space-exposed surfaces by following
plasma potential gradients down to the negatively charged
spacecraft. Due to the electrostatic nature of this diffusion,
establishing physically sound plasma potentials in the
simulation volume is key to obtaining a self-consistent
spacecraft charging process. While the erroneous isothermal
assumption leads to nonphysical and unusable results, a
polytropic process with c > 1 delivers acceptable plasma
potentials and spacecraft charging levels while also being a
simplistic approach with physical and numerical limitations. The
major drawback is the ad hoc nature of the plasma potential
generation by choosing an appropriate value of γ and the
impossibility of reproducing sheaths around the spacecraft,
requiring a simpliﬁed electron collection model for computing
plasma collected currents. Future work will instead employ
a new potential solver capable of solving Poisson’s equation
together with a polytropic electron population in order to
resolve sheath dynamics. Key to the charging, the large
currents collected by numerous tiny biased interconnectors
located on the solar arrays are also implemented through an
oversimplistic approach in the current model. Despite these
limitations, the current model is capable of reaching a dynamic
equilibrium between the currents emitted by the SEPS and the
ones collected by the spacecraft surfaces, giving expected
values of spacecraft potential charging.
The strong inﬂuence of some of the model numerical and
physical parameters on the simulations’ outputs, such as the NRP,
demonstrates how the ﬂight telemetries of BepiColombo will
allow validating and improving the new electron cooling
algorithms, plasma potential solver, and interconnectors model
included in the latest version of SPIS. This will in turn help
improve preﬂight assessments of EP-induced charging and will
provide invaluable insight into the variability of SEPS operation
in space compared to on-ground.
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6 CONCLUSION
BepiColombo’s seven years trip to Mercury presents a unique
opportunity to improve current modeling and understanding of
spacecraft charging induced by the operation of a SEPS thanks to
soon-to-be available ﬂight telemetries.
Upon creating a numerical representation of the T6 thruster
plasma plume reproducing ground measured plume properties,
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IIC Current collected by the interconnectors

NOMENCLATURE

ILK Leakage current through the bleeder resistor;

SEPS Solar electric propulsion system

α MTM solar array rotation angle

SPIS Spacecraft plasma interaction system

γ Polytropic index

MTM Mercury transfer module
SA Solar array

ϕGrd Spacecraft ground potential
ϕexit , T exit Plasma potential and electron temperature at the

SAA Solar aspect angle
NRP Neutralizer reference potential

thruster exit

ϕref , T ref Quasineutrality solver reference plasma potential and electron

NCP Neutralizer coupling potential
CEX Charge-exchange

temperature

Ibeam Ion beam current

ϕ‘ Undisturbed space plasma potential.
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ϕbus MTM solar array high voltage bus-bar potential
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